Abstract:
INTRODUCTION
Near-Field To Far-Field Transformation (NFTFFT) techniques [1 -6] have become in the last years an increasingly recognized and used tool to precisely determine the radiation features of antennas whose dimensions are large in terms of wavelength. As a matter of fact, the precise characterization of an antenna must be performed in its FF region and in a controlled environment, such as an anechoic chamber, where the free-space propagation condition is well approximated by making negligible the field reflections from the walls, as well as the Electromagnetic (EM) interferences from external sources. Accordingly, since the FF requirements cannot be met in an anechoic chamber for Antennas Under Test (AUTs) having large or even medium electrical dimensions, only NF measurements are possible in such a case and the AUT radiation pattern must be evaluated by means of a suitable NFTFFT technique. These techniques typically consider the AUT radiated EM field as summation of modes, which are elementary solutions of the vector wave equation in a free sources region. The required modal coefficients, which allow a precise recovery of the antenna radiated far field once substituted in the corresponding expansion valid in the FF region, can be evaluated from the magnitude and phase measurements of the voltage acquired by the probe in two its different orientations on a proper grid of the scanning surface. The NFTFFT using the spherical scan is undoubtedly the most appealing one, because it allows one to reconstruct the whole FF pattern of the AUT avoiding the errors caused by the truncation of the measurement area. Accordingly, it has caught large attention from the antenna measurement community, as attested by the numerous research papers [7 -20] dealing with such a topic.
The spatially quasi-band limitation properties of the EM fields scattered by finite sizes targets or radiated by antennas [21] have been suitably exploited in [10] to optimize the Classical Spherical (CS) NFTFFT [9] , by showing that the sampling rate on the scanning parallels decreases when approaching the poles. Moreover, it has been possible to rigorously relate the maximum order of the spherical wave expansion of the AUT field to its spatial bandwidth and not just according to the empirical rule based on the radius of the smallest sphere surrounding the antenna. In the same paper, the Non-Redundant (NR) sampling representations of the EM field [22, 23] have been profitably employed to develop efficient NR NFTFFTs, requiring a number of NF measurements remarkably smaller than that used by the CS NFTFFT [9] when dealing with long or quasi-planar AUTs, modelled as enclosed in a prolate or oblate spheroid. In fact, the NF data required to execute the CS NFTFFT [9] are precisely reconstructed from the collected NR ones, via optimal sampling interpolation (OSI) formulas [24] . The so obtained remarkable reduction in the number of needed NF data leads to a considerable measurement time-saving, which is a very significant result, because the measurement time is greater and greater with respect to that required to perform the NFTFFT. Indeed, the NR NFTFFTs [10] considered an ideal probe and, therefore, did not account for the effects related to the use of a real probe. Probe compensated NR NFTFFTs for long or quasi-planar AUTs, assumed as contained in a cylinder terminated by two spherical caps or in two circular bowls with equal aperture radii, have been developed in [13] when adopting a nondirective probe. As a matter of fact, it has been proved [25] that the voltage detected by this type of probe exhibits practically the same spatial bandwidth of the EM field radiated by the AUT and, thus, the results in [22, 23] can be utilized to achieve an NR representation of such a voltage too. At last, the NR NFTFFTs [13] and the probe compensated version of those in [10] have been experimentally assessed in [17] and [16] respectively.
However, particular disposals of the antenna on the mounting supports, mechanical limitations of the AUT positioners or their special arrangements, may prevent the possibility of a mounting wherein the AUT and scanning sphere centres coincide (onset AUT mounting) [26] . In such a case, according to the empirical rule based on the minimum sphere, the amount of the NF measurements required by the CS NFTFFT [9] , as well as the corresponding acquisition time, can considerably increase because of the growth of the radius of the smallest sphere surrounding the AUT with its centre at the measurement sphere one. For overcoming such an issue, Foged et al., developed in [26] a new spherical NFTFFT for AUTs mounted in offset (non-centered) configuration, where the spherical wave expansion (SWE) functions are formulated with respect to the AUT centre rather than to the scan sphere one.
Even if the number of required NF data is, in this case, considerably smaller than that set by the empirical rule, it remains a bit larger than that relevant to an AUT mounting in onset (centered) configuration [26] .
The goal of this article is to develop and assess, both numerically and experimentally, an effective NR NFTFFT with a spherical scan for offset mounted volumetric antennas, requiring the same amount of NF measurements in both the cases of offset and onset AUT mountings. As it will be shown, when dealing with an offset AUT mounting, such a number results to be remarkably smaller than that set by the minimum sphere rule when applying the CS NFTFFT [9] .
The paper is organized as follows: An NR sampling representation of the probe voltage on a scanning sphere, accounting for an AUT mounted in an offset configuration, is presented in Sect. 2. The numerical and experimental assessments of the developed NR sampling representation are provided in Sects. 3 and 4, respectively. Conclusions and further remarks are then drawn in Sect. 5.
NR PROBE VOLTAGE REPRESENTATION ON A SPHERE FOR A VOLUMETRIC AUT IN OFFSET CONFIGURATION
Let us tackle the following problem: to develop an NR sampling representation of the voltage detected at the terminals of a non-directive probe when a quasi-spherical AUT, to be measured in a spherical NF system, cannot be mounted in onset configuration for practical constraints. To this end, let us introduce two spherical reference systems. The former, S(r,ϑ, φ), has its origin O at the centre of the measurement sphere of radius d and is used for denoting any observation point P. The latter, S'(r',ϑ', φ'), with its origin O' at the antenna centre, which is assumed to lie on the z axis at distance d s from O, and its z' axis coincident with the z one ( Fig. 1) , properly accounts for the offset AUT mounting and is used for developing an actually non-redundant sampling representation. In fact, according to [22] , the number of required samples is minimized by reducing as much as possible the area of the convex rotational surface Σ containing the AUT. Thus, the NR representation in S' of the voltage measured by a non-directive probe over each of the curves Γ (meridian curves and azimuthal circumferences), describing the spherical measurement surface, can be attained [22, 23] : i) by modelling the considered AUT exhibiting a quasi-spherical shape as contained in the smallest sphere Σ of radius a; ii) by adopting a suitable parameter η to represent Γ; iii) by defining the "reduced voltage".
(1)
where V(η) is the voltage revealed by the probe (V p ) or by the probe rotated by 90° around its axis (V r ) and exp[jΨ(η)] a proper phase factor. Now, the so obtained is a spatially quasi-bandlimited function and can be closely approximated by a function spatially bandlimited to χ'W η , where W η is a critical value [22] and χ' an excess bandwidth factor to be suitably chosen to control the corresponding band limitation error [22] . The spatial bandwidth W η , the optimal parameter η, and the corresponding phase factor exp[jΨ(η)], when Γ coincides with a meridian curve, are [22] :
where β = 2π/λ is the free-space wavenumber, with λ being the related wavelength.
When Γ is an azimuthal circumference, the phase factor exp[jΨ(η)] is constant owing to the rotational symmetry and the angle φ' can be suitably used as optimal parameter η [22] . As shown in [22] , the corresponding bandwidth is, in such a case, given by:
According to the above achievements, the complex voltage value at a generic observation point P on the meridian curve at φ' can be determined in a fast and efficient way through the following OSI formula [22] where χ > 1 is an oversampling factor to be used in the OSI expansion in order to control the truncation error. It can be useful to stress that the dependence of the azimuthal excess bandwidth factor χ * on ϑ'(η n ) is necessary to assure practically the same bandlimitation error on all the sampling azimuthal circumferences [21] .
By substituting relation (8) into (4), the sought twodimensional OSI formula is finally attained:
In order to apply the above two-dimensional OSI formula to accurately recover, from the acquired NR samples, the voltages V p and V r of the probe and rotated probe at the positions on the scanning sphere specified by the CS NFTFFT [9] or by its version as rearranged in [10, 13] , the following points must be stressed: i) the coordinates of the sampling points on the scan sphere are set by the proposed NR sampling representation in the reference frame, S ' but have to be determined in the S one to drive the positioner controllers at the acquisition stage; ii) the positions of the input NF data for the NFTFFT are, obviously, given in S, but have to be expressed in S ' to execute the interpolation. It is a simple task to verify that the relations linking the coordinates of S and S ' are:
NUMERICAL TESTING
The efficacy of the proposed NR NFTFFT with spherical scan for volumetric AUTs mounted in offset configuration has been demonstrated by several simulations. In the here shown ones, the measurement sphere has radius d = 32 λ and the considered AUT is a uniform planar array at z = d s = 11λ, lying on a circle with diameter 2a = 31 λ. The array elements, elementary Huygens sources linearly polarized along y, are symmetrically placed with respect to the x = 0 plane and are spaced by 0.5 λ both radially and azimuthally. A sphere with radius a = 15.5 λ and centred in O', of Cartesian coordinates (0, 0, 11 λ) in S, has been chosen as surface Σ containing the AUT. Moreover, the considered scanning probe, acquiring the voltages V p and V r , is an open-ended WR90 rectangular waveguide.
Typical examples of reconstruction of the magnitude and phase of the voltage V r relevant to the cut plane at φ = 90° are reported in Figs. (2 and 3) . For reader's convenience, the reconstructions of the magnitudes of V p and V r on the cut plane at φ = 30° are displayed in Fig. (4) too. As can be observed, the exact voltages and those reconstructed from their NR samples are practically identical.
The accuracy of the two-dimensional OSI expansion (12) is assessed more quantitatively by the curves of the normalized mean-square errors relevant to the reconstruction of V r shown in Fig. (5) for χ' = 1.20, q = p spanning from 3 to 12, and χ = 1.10,1.15,1.20,1.25. These curves have been attained by comparing the voltage values determined from the NR samples via (12) and the exact ones on a spherical grid with a 1° step along ϑ and φ. As can be noticed, very low error values are obtained when the oversampling factor and/or the number of the nearby considered samples are increased. The robustness of the OSI formula (12) , namely its stability towards random errors which unavoidably affect the NF measurements, has been proved too. To this end, the exact samples have been corrupted with random errors, simulating a random uncertainty on the samples magnitude and phase, uniformly distributed in [-Δa r , Δa r ] and in [-Δα r , Δα r ], respectively. Moreover, the presence of an environmental noise having magnitude bounded to Δa and random phase has been also considered. As it clearly appears from Fig. (6) , the proposed OSI expansion results to be robust, thus demonstrating its applicability from the practical viewpoint.
Finally, the two-dimensional OSI formula (12) has been used to evaluate the NF data necessary to perform the CS NFTFFT as rearranged in [10, 13] . The so obtained E-plane radiation pattern is compared with the exact one in Fig. (7) . As it can be clearly observed, this pattern and the exact one overlap perfectly, thus thoroughly assessing the efficacy of the presented NR NFTFFT with spherical scanning for volumetric AUTs mounted in offset configuration.
For sake of comparison, it must be highlighted that the number of utilized NR NF samples is 26978, considerably , and
smaller than that (130562) needed by the CS NFTFFT [9] for satisfying the minimum sphere radius rule, as well as smaller than that necessary for applying the approach recently proposed in [26] , using an amount of NF data a bit larger than that (32514) necessary for the CS NFTFFT in the onset mounting case.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The developed NR spherical NFTFFT for offset mounted volumetric AUTs has been also validated through experimental proofs carried out via the roll (φ axis) over azimuth (ϑ axis) spherical NF measurement facility Fig. (8) , which is present in the anechoic chamber of the antenna measurements laboratory of the University of Salerno and is realized by mounting the probe on a linear vertical positioner and the AUT on a rotator. The rotator, allowing the change of the angle φ, is attached to an L-shaped bracket, mounted on a rotating table which instead allows to vary the angle ϑ. As can be seen in Fig. (8) , such a rotating table is covered by absorbers to avoid a decay of the anechoic chamber's performances, and the vertical scanner is used only to align the probe and the AUT. The anechoic chamber walls are covered by pyramidal absorbers assuring a reflection level less than -40 dB. The measurements of magnitude and phase of the probe voltages V p and V r , collected by an open-ended WR-90 rectangular waveguide over a spherical scanning surface of radius d = 66.4 cm, have been accomplished via an Anritsu VNA. An X-band flat plate slotted array at 9.3 GHz, manufactured by Rantec Microwave Systems Inc., having a quasi-circular profile with radius of about 23 cm, has been employed as AUT (Fig. 8) . Its aperture is located on the plane z = 37 cm with the centre O' on the z axis, thus simulating a situation wherein it is not possible a mounting of the AUT in onset configuration owing to practical limitations. As described in Sect. 2, the NR sampling representation in the reference frame S' for the probe voltages V p and V r on the scanning sphere has been got by modelling such an AUT as contained in a sphere of radius a = 23.1 cm.
Figs. (9 and 10) show the comparison between the magnitude and phase of V r relevant to the cut plane at φ = 0°e valuated from the NR samples by applying (12) and the directly measured ones, whereas Figs. (11 and 12) report the analogous comparisons relevant to V p on the cut plane at φ = 90°. The reconstruction of the magnitude of V r relevant to the cut plane at φ = 45° is displayed in Fig. (13) for completeness. As it can be clearly observed, a very good agreement results. It should be also noted (Fig. 14) the slower behaviour of the magnitudes of the reconstructed voltages, in which the fast ripple present in the directly measured ones and caused by the residual reflections from the walls, ceiling, and floor of the anechoic chamber is filtered. This behaviour is imputable to the low pass filtering features of the OSI functions, which are able to cut away the spatial harmonics of the noise greater than the spatial bandwidth of the AUT. It is noteworthy that the above recoveries have been attained by choosing χ = χ' = 1.20 and p = q = 7, which, according to the results of previous section, guarantee a level of the reconstruction error lower than that relevant to the measurement error. At last, the OSI formula (12) has been used to accurately determine the NF data for the NSI-MI Technologies' software package MI-3000, implementing the CS NFTFFT [9] , necessary to satisfy the minimum sphere rule in the considered offset mounting case. The so determined radiation patterns in the E-and H-planes are shown in Figs. (15 and 16) together with those (references) attained through the same software from the NF data directly measured on the scanning sphere. The very good agreement resulting from these FF reconstructions further confirms the validity of the proposed NR NFTFFT with spherical scan for offset mounted volumetric AUTs.
For sake of comparison, note that the number of used NR NF samples (5864) is remarkably smaller than that required by the software package MI-3000 (20200). It must be pointed out that such a number results to be also significantly smaller than the one relevant to the approach [26] , requiring a NF data amount a bit greater than that (7320) used by the package MI-3000 when the AUT is onset mounted.
CONCLUSION
An effective NFTFFT for offset mounted volumetric AUTs has been developed in this paper by suitably applying the NR sampling representation to the probe voltage. It allows to drastically save measurement time, since, unlike the CS NFTFFT, it makes use of an amount of NF data minimum and equal in both the mountings in onset and offset configurations. The accuracy of the proposed NR representation and related two-dimensional OSI formula has been demonstrated both numerically and experimentally as clearly results from the very good agreement found in all the reported NF and FF reconstruction examples. The idea underling this technique will be exploited to develop NFTFFT for offset mounted AUTs whose geometry departs from the spherical one.
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